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ABSTRACT The composition and electrolyte concentration of the aqueous bathing environment have important consequences for many biological processes and can profoundly affect the behavior of biomolecules. Nevertheless, because of
computational limitations, many molecular simulations of biophysical systems can be performed only at specific ionic conditions:
either at nominally zero salt concentration, i.e., including only counterions enforcing the system’s electroneutrality, or at excessive salt concentrations. Here, we introduce an efficient molecular dynamics simulation approach for an atomistic DNA molecule
at realistic physiological ionic conditions. The simulations are performed by employing the open-boundary molecular dynamics
method that allows for simulation of open systems that can exchange mass and linear momentum with the environment. In our
open-boundary molecular dynamics approach, the computational burden is drastically alleviated by embedding the DNA molecule in a mixed explicit/implicit salt-bathing solution. In the explicit domain, the water molecules and ions are both overtly present
in the system, whereas in the implicit water domain, only the ions are explicitly present and the water is described as a continuous dielectric medium. Water molecules are inserted and deleted into/from the system in the intermediate buffer domain that
acts as a water reservoir to the explicit domain, with both water molecules and ions free to enter or leave the explicit domain. Our
approach is general and allows for efficient molecular simulations of biomolecules solvated in bathing salt solutions at any ionic
strength condition.

INTRODUCTION
The structure, stability, dynamics, and function of biological
macromolecules are, apart from their specific chemical
composition, profoundly affected by their bathing environment, i.e., the aqueous electrolyte solution. This electrolyte
environment is especially important in biological systems
(1) involving strong negatively charged biomolecules such
as nucleic acids (2) or zwitterionic macromolecules such
as proteins (3). Indeed, there are many different manifestations of the role of the bathing solution, including molecular
recognition, DNA packing in viral and cellular compartments, RNA and viral capsid protein coassembly, RNA
and protein folding, and DNA condensation driven by the
counterintuitive like-charge attraction (4–7). Biomolecules
in their turn strongly influence the surrounding aqueous
solvent that exhibits local structure and dynamics that
differ significantly from bulk-like behavior (8–11), some-
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times creating an indistinguishable macromolecule-solvent
conglomerate (12).
These examples all specifically underline the importance
of careful modeling of the aqueous solution in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of biological systems, which need
to take into account the details of the hydration layer at the
atomistic resolution as well as physiologically relevant solution ionic strength. Nevertheless, for practical and computational reasons, many simulations of, e.g., DNA, still only
explicitly include the neutralizing counterions, skirting altogether the effect of the salt at physiological conditions (13).
In particular, for statistical reasons, the latter case stipulates
a sufficiently large number of salt ions such that the bulklike behavior of ions emerges in the distal ionic solution,
far away from the DNA. Thus, the challenge of small, physiologically relevant ionic concentrations (approximately
0.15 M) resides in rather huge simulation systems that
cannot be dealt with without resorting to substantial supercomputer power; thus, they remain often beyond reach for
all-atom simulations.
These limitations can be circumvented with multiscale
methods (14) such as Adaptive Resolution Scheme
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(AdResS) (15–19) or its extensions, e.g., the grand-canonical-like version (20–23) and the Hamiltonian version
(24–28). There, the all-atom resolution is preserved only
in the physically relevant part of the system, whereas the
remainder is modeled with a simplified coarse-grained
(CG) representation, in which certain degrees of freedom
that are deemed irrelevant are integrated out (29–33).
Thus far, AdResS has been applied to many biophysical systems, ranging from pure solvents (24,34–37) and ionic liquids (38,39) to systems containing fullerene (40), protein
(41–44), single DNA (8,45), and many DNA arrays (46).
The computational efficiency is gained on account of the
CG region and thus depends on the size of the CG region,
the level of CG, and the employed force field (47). The
most extreme case, therefore, corresponds to the CG model
with no intermolecular interactions, i.e., an ideal gas (48) or
an implicit salt solution (49–52). Because the particles in
AdResS can freely diffuse across the resolution domains,
the CG region can be seen as a particle reservoir. It is important to note that in these systems the overall simulation is
still performed in the canonical ensemble (the number of
particles is fixed), and therefore, the system as a whole
does not exchange matter with an external environment.
Molecular simulations of small open-boundary systems
(18,53), which can exchange mass, energy, and momentum
with their surroundings, are closely related to the emerging
area of stochastic thermodynamics. The latter extends the
traditional laws of thermodynamics to microscopic systems
in which thermal and quantum fluctuations cannot be
ignored (54–57).
To perform truly open molecular simulations, one can
employ open-boundary molecular dynamics (OBMD)
(58–61), which permits simulations in the grand canonical
ensemble. The OBMD method combines features of
AdResS and open MD (62,63), which enables the exchange
of energy, momentum, and matter with the external environment through the imposed arbitrary time-dependent external
pressure tensor. To this end, a buffer domain is introduced,
which acts as a mass and momentum reservoir for the
explicit domain, located in the region where the behavior
of molecules is bulk-like. In molecular simulations of a
DNA molecule in salt solution, water can be considered as
a dielectric continuum from the second DNA coordination
shell onward, whereas the fluctuating cloud of ions
surrounding the DNA, the so-called ionic atmosphere
(4,64–67), extends to a wider region. Therefore, to perform
OBMD simulations that include also the ions, one needs to
consider larger all-atom regions that would eventually undermine the original idea of an efficient simulation.
To preserve the efficiency of the simulations, we perform
MD of a single DNA molecule solvated in a bathing salt solution by using OBMD for the water molecules and the
AdResS method for the ions (see Fig. 1). The domain containing explicit molecules (DNA þ water þ ions) is open,
i.e., not periodic, and the water molecules are deleted and

inserted at the boundary buffer domain. The implicit water
domain still contains explicit ions with screened electrostatics. The interaction coupling for ions is carried out by
AdResS and in contradistinction to water molecules, the total number of ions in the whole simulation box remains constant (34). Our method thus couples the explicit all-atom salt
solution used in the cylindrical layer surrounding the DNA
and the implicit water with explicit ions used in the outer
part of the simulation box, which can be vastly increased
with miniature computational overhead. In this work, the
DNA molecule is immersed in a monovalent salt solution.
However, using the same methodology, other solution environments can also be envisioned to study other biologically
relevant processes, e.g., phase transition between the hexagonal and the orthorhombic phases of dense DNA arrays with
either monovalent or multivalent (spermidine) counterions
(46,68). There, a more elaborated comparison with the
experimental data is described, and the experimental osmotic pressure (equation of state) is specifically compared
with the calculated one. In simulations, the osmotic pressure
test is typically much more stringent than any other comparison. The biophysical importance of the equation of the state
of DNA has been described at length in, e.g., (69). Contrary
to the mentioned works, our current work is dedicated specifically to advances in the simulation methodology.

METHODS
The simulated system of a DNA molecule embedded in the coupled
explicit/implicit salt solution is schematically depicted in Figs. 1 and 2.
The DNA molecule is always modeled at the full atomistic resolution
using the Assisted Model Building with Energy Refinement (AMBER)
force field (70), with the center of the explicit region coinciding with
the DNA’s center of mass (CoM). The solvent’s level of representation depends on the distance from the DNA. At short distances, water is modeled
with an atomistic transferable intermolecular potential with three points
(TIP3P) (71) water model, whereas the AMBER force field parameters
are used for the ions. Distal water is considered implicitly as a dielectric
continuum (the implicit water region). There, the ions have the same
Lennard-Jones interaction parameters and the same charges as in the
explicit region. Thus, the ion-ion interactions are equal in both regions,
except for the additional dielectric screening of the electrostatic interactions in the implicit region (8,34). In between the explicit and implicit
water domains, there is a buffer region that acts as a reservoir where
new water molecules are inserted, allowing the explicit domain to exchange mass, momentum, and energy through its boundary with the buffer.
Water molecules that exit the buffer region into the implicit water domain
are deleted. The geometrical boundaries between all regions are cylinders,
as this shape adequately reflects the local structure of the DNA molecule.
Obviously, by construction, this model cannot deal with mesoscale conformational fluctuations of the DNA chain in the bathing solution but can
certainly adequately represent microscopic fluctuations of the DNA heavy
atoms with respect to a reference structure.
The total force acting on a molecule a is (58)
thermo
Fa ¼ FAdResS
þ Fext
:
a
a þ Fa

(1)

The adaptive resolution force FAdResS accounts for the implicit/explicit resolution change, the external force Fext imposes the desired external pressure
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FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of the
atomistic DNA molecule embedded in the coupled
explicit/implicit salt solution using the openboundary adaptive resolution simulation scheme.
To see this figure in color, go online.

tensor, and Fthermo is the thermostat contribution (see below). The AdResS
contribution on a molecule a is given by

FAdResS
¼
a

X
wðjRa  R j ÞwðjRb  R j ÞFex
ab þ
bsa

X
½1  wðjRa  R j ÞwðjRb  R j ÞFim
ab

(2)

bsa

 FTD
a ðjRa  R j Þ;
im
where Fex
ab and Fab are the forces between molecules a and b, obtained from
the
explicit
all-atom
and implicit potentials, respectively. Fex
ab ¼
P
ex
ex
F
¼

V
U
ðr
Þ,
where
the
sum
runs
over
all
pair
interacr
ij
ij
i˛a;j˛b iajb
tions between atom i of the molecule a and atom j of the molecule b.
Note that Fim
ab s0 only for the ion-ion interactions. The sigmoidal function
w is used to smoothly couple the implicit/explicit regimes. It is equal to 1
and 0 in the explicit and implicit water domains, respectively. In the hybrid
region, w˛½0; 1, as depicted in Fig. 2. There, the resolution is gradually
switched from the explicit to the implicit, whereas the molecules freely
move between different domains. Note that the hybrid domain overlaps
with the buffer domain. Ra , Rb , and R are two-dimensional (x,y) vectors
of the CoMs of molecules a and b and the DNA (center of the simulation
box in the case of the salt solution), respectively. The thermodynamic (TD)
force FTD
a acts on the CoMs of the molecules in the hybrid region and enforces a uniform density profile by compensating the chemical potential differences between the implicit and explicit resolution molecular models
(17,72,73). It is defined as a negative gradient of the effective excess chemical potential. Numerically, this translates into an iterative formula (17,73)
iþ1
i
i
FTD
¼ FTD
a
a  CVr , where C is an appropriately chosen numerical prefactor. The TD force depends on the molecule type, i.e., we use two
different ones that correspond to sodium and chloride ions (8,34,74). For
water, we set FTD
water ¼ 0.
Water molecules are deleted once they leave the outer boundary of a
buffer B and new water molecules are inserted according to the desired
average density in the buffer. The mass balance is controlled by a feedback
algorithm, DNB ¼ ðDt=tr ÞðahNB i  NB Þ, where hNB i and NB are the
average and the current number of molecules in the buffer, a is the userdefined parameter, whereas t r is the characteristic relaxation time of the
buffer. New molecules are inserted if DNB > 0. We insert atomistically
resolved water molecules. Thus, the insertion is carried out by the rotational
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variant of the USHER iterative algorithm (75), which is a Newton-Raphsonlike search method on the potential energy surface of the translational and
rotational molecular degrees of freedom. However, we insert them in the
buffer domain, which, as mentioned, overlaps with the hybrid domain,
and there the forces are, according to AdResS, interpolated between the
explicit all-atom
and the implicit forces (for water, Fim
ab ¼ 0; therefore,
P
ex
¼
wðjR
FAdResS
a  R j ÞwðjRb  R j ÞFab ). Hence, the interactions
bsa
a
of inserted water molecules with surrounding molecules are softer than in
the explicit region.
The external boundary conditions are imposed on water molecules via
Fext , computed from the momentum flux balance as follows:

Fext ¼ J , nB A þ

Pout  Pin X TD
þ
Fa ;
Dt
a

(3)

where Pout and Pin represent the total linear momenta of the water molecules that were removed and inserted into the simulation in the last time
step of integration Dt. J is the momentum flux tensor that one would like
to impose across the boundary of surface area A, and nB is the unit vector
normal to the buffer interface (see Fig. 2). The last term is the total
cumulative TD force applied to the system. The external force defined in
this manner (Eq. 3) ensures that the total linear momentum and energy
are conserved (see Conservation of Linear Momentum). The total external
force P
is distributed among the
molecules in the buffer
P water ext
ext
Fext ¼ a˛B Fext
(58), where index a runs
a with Fa ¼ ðma = a˛B ma ÞF
over all water molecules in the buffer region and Fextions ¼ 0.
We use the dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) thermostat given by

Fthermo
¼
a

X

 
 

r ij , vij b
r ij ;
r ij  guD rij b
suR rij zij b

i˛a;j˛b;bsa

(4)
where the sum runs over all pair interactions between atom i of the molecule
a and atom j of the molecule b, zij is a random variable with a Gaussian
distribution, and unit variance and distance-dependent weight functions
uR and uD are related via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem as
uD ðrij Þ ¼ ½uR ðrij Þ2 ¼ ð1  rij =rc Þ for rij < rc and s2 ¼ 2kB Tg.
Our OBMD for water is distinctive from the AdResS approach for
coupling an all-atom force field to an ideal gas (48) because the water
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salt solution systems, the production runs are 15 ns long after a 1-nslong equilibration. For the DNA simulations, we first run a 100-ps-long
simulation with constrained DNA atoms and ions to obtain the equilibrium
water density profile and then a 100 ps simulation with constrained DNA
atoms, followed by a 1 ns equilibration without constraints. The first two
equilibrations are performed with the Langevin instead of the DPD thermostat to damp any preexisting sound waves in the system (58). The production runs are 20 ns. The DNA simulations are compared with the
reference full-blown atomistic simulation at 1 M NaCl salt solution reported in (8).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Open-boundary multiscale solvation

FIGURE 2 (A) A depiction of the simulation box with cylindrical resolution regions. The DNA, modeled at all times at the atomistic resolution, is
surrounded by a cylindrical layer of explicit all-atom salt solution (the
explicit domain). Distal water in the implicit water domain is modeled as
a continuous dielectric medium, whereas the ions are still explicit. The
water molecules are deleted if they enter the implicit water region and
are inserted in the buffer region. To assist the insertion of water molecules
and to provide a continuous transition from the explicit to implicit water
domain of the ions, the explicit/implicit forces are interpolated in the buffer
region according to the AdResS scheme. (B) A cross-section of the half of
the simulation box that shows the boundaries between the resolution
domains is displayed. To see this figure in color, go online.
molecules are deleted and inserted from/into the system. Furthermore, we
do not employ a TD force on the water molecules, but we employ a
linear-momentum-preserving external force. Our approach is also distinctive from the open MD (62,63) because the water molecules are not inserted
directly into the explicit all-atom domain. Instead, they are inserted in the
intermediate hybrid region, where the interactions are determined by the
AdResS coupling scheme, i.e., they are softer, which accommodates for
an easier insertion.
All MD simulations are performed using the ESPResSoþþ software
package (76). For the integration, we use a standard velocity Verlet integrator with a time step of 1 fs. We use an orthorhombic simulation box
with periodic boundary conditions and minimal image convention. The
simulation box size is 15  15  3.4 nm3. Thus, in the z direction, this
corresponds to exactly one DNA pitch. The temperature is maintained
at 300 K with the value of the friction constant at g ¼ 0:2 a.u./ps. The
hydrogen atoms of the DNA molecule are constrained with the RATTLE
(77) algorithm, whereas the geometry of water molecules is constrained
with SETTLE (78). The nonbonded interactions are calculated with the
Lennard-Jones and Coulomb interactions within a cutoff distance of
0.9 nm. The generalized reaction field method (79) is used for the electrostatic interaction beyond the cutoff, with a dielectric permittivity of outer
region equal to 80 and the inverse Debye screening length k ¼ 1:0 and
3.25/nm corresponding to a 0.15 and 1.0 M salt solution, respectively.
The dielectric permittivities of the inner region—that is, within cutoff distance—are equal to 1 and 80 for the explicit and implicit water regions,
respectively. The size of the explicit cylinder radius is set to 2.0 nm,
whereas the width of the buffer region is 0.9 nm. For the pure water and

As shown in several previous publications (18,58–61), the
OBMD equilibrium simulation samples the grand canonical
ensemble even if the total number of ions in the whole
simulation box remains constant. The explicit region thus
acts as an open system that exchanges mass with its surroundings. In the TD limit, the mass variance sM is related
to the isothermal sound velocity cT through s2M =V ¼
rkB T=c2T , where V is the volume of the considered system.
The cT can be evaluated using the pressure equation of state
or isothermal compressibility bT, i.e., c2T ¼ ðvp=vrÞT ¼
ðbT rÞ1 . In Table 1, we report the calculated water
mass variance inside the explicit domain for the pure
water system and for the two salt solutions. Taking
bT ¼ 57:4  106 /bar and r ¼ 1:017 g/cm3 for the TIP3P
water reported in (80), the grand canonical prediction is
s2M =V ¼ 886 a.u. (2) nm3. For all systems, the obtained
values for water are in quite good agreement with the prediction. Thus, the subsystem of water is behaving grand
canonically. The ions are technically simulated in the canonical ensemble. However, it was shown that the explicit
region within the AdResS simulation approaches the
grand-canonical-like behavior provided that the surrounding
regions, e.g., buffer and implicit/CG domains, are sufficiently large (20,21). Furthermore, even if the OBMD setup
were used for the ions, one could not expect to obtain the TD
limit of grand canonical ensemble, largely because of their
small number.
Next, we compute in Fig. 3 the water normalized density
profile (NDP) in the radial direction in which the system is
open. The profiles are normalized with the desired density
rw of the TIP3P water model. Within the explicit region,
NDPs are flat for all three considered solvations, actually
decreasing with molarity as the average density of water
TABLE 1 Water Mass Variance for the Explicit Domain for the
Pure Water System and NaCl Salt Solution at 0.15 and 1.0 M
Molarities
NaCl Salt Molarity
0.00
0.15
1.00

s2M =V (ex) [a.u.2nm3]
814
861
995

Error bars are 5%.
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FIGURE 3 Normalized density profiles for
water. The results are shown for the pure water system (0 M) and NaCl salt solution at concentrations
0.15 and 1.0 M. The error bars and vertical gray
lines denote the SD and resolution region boundaries, respectively. To see this figure in color, go
online.

is decreased because of the presence of ions. Within the
buffer domain between the explicit and implicit regions,
the density gradually decreases for larger radii depending
on the details of the user-selected parameters of the insertion
algorithm, such as a (we use a ¼ 0:7) and the imposed
external pressure (1 bar). The NDPs (normalized with the
salt density rs given by a molar concentration) for sodium
and chloride ions for both considered molar concentrations
are shown in Fig. 4. In AdResS simulations, the molecules
typically drift toward the region with lower chemical poten-

tial. To effectively correct the unwanted density undulations, the TD force is applied (17,35,73). For ions, these
effects are drastically more pronounced than for water
(8,74). To demonstrate this point, we plot in Fig. 4 additional NDPs for ions where the TD force has been omitted.
The use of the TD force thus cannot be avoided for ions.
However, for the water, which comprises a majority of the
system, the TD force is not required. The TD forces are obtained with an iterative procedure described in detail in
(17,35,73) and act on ions in the buffer domain. With the

FIGURE 4 Top: normalized density profiles for
sodium (Na) and chloride (Cl) ions for 0.15 and
1.0 M with and without the TD forces. Bottom:
TD forces (in units of kJ mol1nm1) are shown
for both ion types that act mainly in the buffer region. Vertical gray lines mark the resolution region
boundaries. To see this figure in color, go online.
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TD force employed, the obtained NDPs for the ions are also
flat. Due to statistics, larger variations are observed for the
0.15 M salt solution.
The positional water-water and water-ion correlations are
characterized by the corresponding radial distribution functions (RDFs), which are shown in Fig. 5. For the oxygen-oxygen RDFs, we observe the known effect of adding salt, i.e.,
the water structure is similarly modified as under increased
pressure. In particular, the first peak weakens, whereas the
second peak moves inwards (34,81).
Conservation of linear momentum
As already mentioned above, the OBMD simulation technique conserves the linear momentum. The DPD thermostat and the AdResS force-coupling scheme (without the
TD force extension) conserve strictly the local and total
linear momentum (buffer þ MD region), whereas the
OBMD transfers the desired momentum flux to the explicit
region through the boundary domain. Extending the
OBMD framework with the TD force, which is needed in
our case, means that we are applying an external force to
the system, which changes the linear momentum (18).
Thus, the linear momentum is not conserved on the local
atomistic level, but it is conserved on the fluctuating hydrodynamics level of description, as was shown in (82). Note
that our system is radially symmetric; therefore, the applied
TD force is also symmetric over the center of the explicit
region. Hence, for the homogeneous systems (e.g., salt solution), the total momentum would be, because of the symmetry (82), preserved on average even if the last term in
~ ext ¼ J,nB A þ ðPout  Pin Þ=Dt.
Eq. 3 were omitted, i.e., F
However, when the DNA molecule is added to the system,
it disturbs the distributions of ions. As already demonstrated several times (11,67), counterions have a preferen-

FIGURE 5 Radial distribution functions (RDFs) for the oxygen (OW),
chloride (Cl), and sodium (Na) pairs. The notation is the same as in
Fig. 3. To see this figure in color, go online.

tial binding to the DNA; thus, the distributions of ions are
not radially symmetric around the DNA molecule. To prove
this point, we show in Fig. 6 the density heat map of sodium
and chloride ions in the plane normal to the DNA’s long
axis. To subtract the thermal rotation of the DNA molecule,
we concurrently rotate all snapshots around the DNA long
axis such that the DNA molecules can be superimposed.
We can clearly see that there are specific angular regions
around the DNA molecule with higher/lower ion concentrations, and the isotropic bulk densities are reached only at
 2:5 nm away from the DNA’s CoM, i.e., beyond our
explicit region. Because of this reason, the cumulative
TD force (which for homogeneous systems on average cancels out) needs to be subtracted (Eq. 3) for the inhomogeneous systems.
In Fig. 7, we investigate the conservation of the total momentum,P
computedPas a magnitude of the CoM velocity
VCoM ¼ i mi jvi j = i mi , where i runs over all water atoms
and ions in the system. The results, obtained with Eq. 3, are
compared with the case in which we omit the subtraction of
~ ext Þ. We can see that Fext exactly
the cumulative TD force ðF
preserves the global momentum for both systems, i.e., with
and without the DNA molecule. On the other hand, using
~ ext preserves on average the momentum for the salt soluF
tion system, whereas in the system containing DNA, the
drifts in momentum are quite substantial. If the DNA molecule did not exhibit rotational diffusion around its long axis,
this would show as a constant drift in a certain direction,
which we would observe as a monotonically increasing
VCoM . However, because DNA naturally rotationally diffuses, the drift is fluctuating.
Impact of salt solution molarity on DNA molecule
The stability of the DNA molecule structure is examined by
computing the root mean-square deviation (RMSD) and the
root mean-square fluctuations (RMSFs) of the backbone
atoms. Results are depicted in Fig. 8. The RMSDs and
RMSFs are calculated with respect to the crystal structure
that has the same sequence and was obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PDB: 196D). Under both salt solutions conditions, the DNA remains in the stable configuration during
the total simulation run with approximately equal averages
of RMSD and RMSF values. In contrast to the s.c. OdijkSkolnick-Fixman effect, i.e., a long-range electrostatic stiffening of the DNA chain (83), our simulation results indicate
that the DNA structure appears not to be significantly stiffened with increasing molarity. Moreover, the Odijk-Skolnick-Fixman effect cannot occur in our system because we
impose a periodicity in the axial direction that fixes the helical pitch of DNA and therefore prevents any major bending
fluctuations on the scale of the persistence length of the
DNA molecule, approximately 50 nm, which is much larger
than the single pitch. The use of a finite-length chain (intramolecular DNA interactions defined by bond, angle, and
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FIGURE 6 Density heat maps for sodium (Na)
and chloride (Cl) ions in the plane normal to the
DNA’s long axis. Data are extracted from the
closed all-atom simulation with 1 M NaCl salt solution (8). To see this figure in color, go online.

dihedral interaction potentials are used to connect each
strand to its periodic image along the z axis) yields arguably
a better approximation than that of the alternative case with
no length constraint and with flexible terminal residues. Using four consecutive blocks of 5 ns from our production
runs, the obtained RMSD block averages are 0.175, 0.172,
and 0.181 for the 0.15 and 1.0 M OBMD simulations and
the reference 1.0 M closed all-atom simulation (8), respectively. The corresponding SDs are 0.002, 0.004, and 0.005.
These results demonstrate the simulation convergence with
respect to time.
To further investigate the correlated motion of DNA
atoms during simulation, we compute the dynamic cross-

correlation map. The results for the DNA backbone
atoms are plotted in Fig. 9. The cross-correlation coefficient of the
covariance
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ matrix is calculated as Aij ¼
hDxi Dxj i= hDx2i ihDx2j i, where Dxi and Dxj correspond to
the displacement of the ith and jth atoms from their mean
position. The overall translational and rotational motion of
the DNA needs to be removed before calculation. An
increased level of correlated and anticorrelated motion is
observed for the 1.0 M salt solution in comparison with
the 0.15 M salt solution, which is again consistent with
the fact that once electrostatics is eliminated, the local structure of a basepair depends on the type and structure of the
flanking basepairs (84).

FIGURE 7 Magnitude of the total CoM velocity
in units of nm/ps as a function of time for 1 M concentration without (top) and with the DNA molecule (bottom). We compare the results obtained
~ ext defined in the text. To see this
with Fext and F
figure in color, go online.
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FIGURE 8 Root
mean-square
deviation
(RMSD) and root mean-square fluctuations
(RMSFs) of the backbone heavy atoms with
respect to the crystal structure. The RMSFs are
shown as a function of individual backbone heavy
atoms and as a function of DNA nucleotides in
which A, T, C, and G aberrations stand for the
adenine, thymine, cytosine, and guanine nucleotides, respectively. The OBMD results are shown
for the 0.15 and 1.0 M NaCl salt solutions and
compared with the closed all-atom simulation
with 1.0 M NaCl salt solution from (8). To see
this figure in color, go online.

Finally, we show in Fig. 10 the charge compensation QðrÞ
as a function of distance from the DNA’s CoM. For both solvations, Q is equal to zero at r ¼ 0 and increases with distance, reaching the unity at the bulk. For the 1 M salt
solution, the charge is totally compensated at much smaller
distances from the DNA. Notice also that for the 1 M solution, there is a peak at 1.8 nm from the CoM of DNA that is
not encountered at the 0.15 M concentration.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the methodology for simulating biomolecules in a multiscale bathing solution, in which the
explicit all-atom OBMD solvent model is coupled with
the implicit solution model (implicit water with explicit
ions). The OBMD technique enables one to incorporate
into the model the transfer of mass, momentum, and
energy across the boundaries of the studied molecular system. Such explicit-implicit coupling is especially compu-
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would contain  67; 800 additional water atoms. Moreover, if one performed simulations at concentrations lower
than that of the physiological, one would need to further
enlarge the system, and the number of water molecules
would be even greater. On the other hand, in our case,
enlarging the implicit water part of the system has almost
no computational overhead.
In this study, the subdomain of water is grand canonical,
whereas the ions and DNA are kept at a fixed number. The
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Nonlin. Soft Matter Phys. 69:041904.
6. Biswas, M., J. Langowski, and T. C. Bishop. 2013. Atomistic simulations of nucleosomes. WIREs Comput. Mol. Sci. 3:378–392.
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8. Zavadlav, J., R. Podgornik, and M. Praprotnik. 2015. Adaptive resolution simulation of a DNA molecule in salt solution. J. Chem. Theory
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FIGURE 10 Charge compensation as a function of distance from the
DNA’s CoM. The notation is the same as in Fig. 8. To see this figure in
color, go online.

overall ensemble is thus semi-grand-canonical. Employing
the same methodology, we could also allow for the ion
number to fluctuate. However, because of the unforeseen
artifacts that could arise by the insertion of ions close to
the DNA, we opted instead for a larger implicit water region, leading in fact to the same effect. We focused here
on the equilibrium simulations, but arbitrary external
boundary conditions could be imposed that would just as
well permit the simulation of nonequilibrium dynamics
(59). The framework presented could be used furthermore
as an interface to connect MD with continuum hydrodynamics (85–94).
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